KLANGSTOF RELEASE EVEREST EP
Band Share Two Remaining Tracks “Names” and “The Lows Will Keep You High
Enough”

November 3, 2017 (Burbank, CA) - Klangstof have released their new EP Everest on Mind Of A Genius. The
follow-up to the band’s critically acclaimed debut LP Close Eyes To Exit, the EP features the previously released
“Everest” and “Resume,” as well as unheard tracks “Names” and “The Lows Will Keep You High Enough.”
Listen to Everest here
“Names” sees the band pushing their sound into a more electronic-led realm, with chiming synths and purposeful
electronic drumming to the fore. “The Lows Will Keep You High Enough,” meanwhile, showcases a subtle,
dreamier side to the band’s sound.
Speaking about the making of the EP, front man Koen Van De Wardt explains:
“We were in a good place when we recorded this EP, which I think you can definitely hear on songs like ‘Everest’
and ‘Names.’ At the same time, there was a lot of stuff going on in our lives. And definitely in the lives of many
Americans as well. Previously, our music was about trying to put sounds and words to feelings of isolation and
loneliness. This EP is about bringing people together and fighting the forces that try to divide us.”
The last eighteen months have been a defining time for Klangstof. Following the release of Close Eyes To Exit in
September 2016, they have toured around the globe with The Flaming Lips, Miike Snow and Jagwar Ma, as well
as becoming the first Dutch band to play Coachella. In February, the band took home the award for Best
Alternative Act at the Edison awards, the Dutch equivalent of the Grammys.
Klangstof are set to play an extensive run of European dates throughout November and December. The tour
st
includes a sold-out London show at The Lexington on the 21 of November. Full dates on the band’s website
below.
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